Improve how you manage, share
and view information across
company groups
As a distribution or manufacturing organization, if you have multiple companies in your group which
need to manage data across finance, sales and inventory, you will recognize these challenges:
“We need to be more efficient and effective in the way
we synchronize master data from our main company to
sub companies. Daily tasks such as creating a new Item
has to be repeated manually across all companies, it is
time consuming and input mistakes can occur.”

“To support multiple areas in our business decisionmaking, we need to see a direct view of the global balance
of our customers or vendors across our company group.
Take inventory for example, we need to see current stock
in a sister company for a product without continually
switching the system each time.”

The Master Data Sharing accelerator for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central helps extend
existing functionality and removes the need for double entry and lack of real-time visibility

Why choose Prodware to support your
data management needs in Dynamics 365
Business Central?
As a Microsoft Gold partner and a sector specialist
across the supply chain, Prodware has developed
and implemented Dynamics 365 projects across
Europe.
Our experienced R&D team work closely with our
clients to develop additional functionalities that suit
their needs to boost collaboration, productivity and
efficiency.

Master Data Sharing extends
standard Dynamics 365 Business Central
functionality:
Master Data Sharing
•

Synchronize master data from a company to sub
companies

•

Apply template in order to personalize
synchronized data at sub companies’ level

•

Modification of synchronized data in sub
companies depending on settings

Consolidated view
•

Display consolidated views of the balance in the
vendor and customer card

•

Display consolidated inventory in the item card

•

Users can decide which companies will be
included in a consolidated calculation

Contact Prodware to help you keep efficient in information management and visibility, regardless of
the complexity of company structure.
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